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Cracking Down On Terror ?
Yitzchak Pass of Chevron, whose 10month-old daughter Shalhevet was
murdered in March by the PLO, was
arrested, interrogated, and released by
Chevron police Wednesday. The police
arrested him while he was on his way to
Jerusalem with his wife Oriyah and their
one-month-old daughter Renanah
Nechamah.
He was questioned about events that
occurred during a demonstration, the day
before his daughter was murdered. The
demonstration was protesting the terrorist
attack upon Gilad Zar (the security officer
of the Shomron Regional Council, has several
siblings living in Chevron; he was wounded
in a terrorist attack in March, and two
months later was murdered in a second
attack).
While being interrogated, Yitzchak
became very upset and ran from the room.
He was forcibly returned by police, who
demanded that he sign a bail guarantee in
return for his release. He was released a
few minutes later without signing.

The Watchful Eye
A bomb exploded near a car in downtown
Jerusalem Tuesday afternoon; there were
no fatalities, and one woman was treated
for shock. However, police sappers called
to the scene of the explosion discovered a
much larger bomb - ten kilograms or
more - inside the vehicle, which, had it
gone off, would very likely have caused
serious damage to life and property.
Jerusalem Police Chief Mickey Levy noted
that it was likely that the terrorists'
intention was to kill the policemen who
came to deal with the first bomb. The
owner of the car, a resident of eastern
Jerusalem, has been arrested and is being
questioned.
Chevron Under Fire
Two Jews were wounded by terrorist
gunfire in Chevron Thursday. Shots were
fired at Beit Schneerson from the
Shalhevet (Abu Sneineh) Hilltop.
The first victim is an 11-year-old boy with
a gunshot wound to the chest. His
condition is described as moderate. He
was transported to the trauma unit by a
military helicopter. His brother, the
second victim is a 21-year-old soldier. He
was shot in the hand and is listed in lightto-moderate condition.
Source: IsraelNationalNews.com

The darkness is so great, that there are even Jews saying
that the holy city of Jerusalem should be given away!

The Butcher Mixing In
Iraqi fingerprints showed up Tuesday for
the second time on a Palestinian terrorist
operation in Jerusalem. The first was the
kidnap and murder of the Pisgat Zeev
teenager Yuri Goschchin on July 24,
which DEBKAfile’s security experts now
believe was perpetrated by Iraqi military
intelligence agents or Palestinians under
their guidance; the second occurred on
Tuesday, August 21, when a would-be
huge car bombing disaster failed to come
off in a side street in Jerusalem’s
restaurant district, 10 yards from district
police headquarters in the Russian
Compound.
DEBKAfile’s terror experts and
Palestinian sources report that this bomb
was the handiwork of Iraqi agents, who
have begun operating freely in Ramallah
and the small towns and villages around
this West Bank hub, especially El-Bireh.
They are the shadowy figures of death
hiding behind the “Popular Army
Front – Brigades of the Return”, an
apparently unknown group claiming
responsibility for the failed outrage.
Observers have noted the proliferation of
Iraqi and Syrian flags in many recent
Palestinian rallies and funerals on the
West Bank alongside the Palestinian and
Hizballah banners.
To be continued...
Source: Debka.com

Since we find ourselves now in a state of deepest darkness, and “the reckoned days of the
coming of Moshiach have passed” [so that he must now come,] and all the negative signs
that are described in the Talmud concerning the generation of “the heel (the era) of
Moshiach” are seen in our times… Indeed, this darkness has so deepened, that there are
even Jewish people who utilize the power of free choice that they were given [with the
intent] to “choose life,” to choose the idea that territories in Israel, and even in the holy
city of Jerusalem – which were chosen by G-d, and “He has declared the power of His
works to His people, that He will give them the inheritance of the nations” – shall be
given away, G-d forbid, to non-Jews!
From the talks of The Lubavitcher Rebbe, Shabbath Va’yak’hel-Pikudei 5740 – March 15 1980

Change Of Heart
"Only the blind, or those whose
emotional attachment to their own
desires makes it difficult for them to
face reality - can continue with talk
that makes you want to pinch
yourself and say, 'Tell me, can this
be real!?' "
Ehud Barak, in Recent speech.
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